I Would Weave A Song For You.

Dedicated to Miss Edna Beatrice Bloom
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Allegro con brio

I would weave a song for you of sun and cloud and

p

storm Of singing birds and rushing winds and

poco rit.
a tempo

seasands gleaming warm I would weave a song for

poco rit. a tempo
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you
Of sun and cloud and storm

rit.

singing birds and rushing winds and

colla voce

Delicately

warm

Of golden, dancing butterflies and

glow-worms dim and green,

Of fairies dancing
in a ring around their sparkling fairy queen; Of
golden dancing butterflies and glow-worms dim and
green, Of fairies dancing in a ring a-
round their sparkling queen.

a tempo
All the beauty of the world and that of dreams come true, I would

fashion into a song And sing at last to you: Ah!

I would weave a song to sing at last, to you!